Do you want to be transported to the tropics? This week’s weather will certainly put you in the mood to enjoy Dartmouth’s Caribbean Carnival for a day of non-stop music, dancing, food, and festivities. A parade begins tomorrow, April 15, at 11 a.m. at Shabazz and goes to Mass Row with festivities continuing until 3 p.m. As described on Dartmouth’s Events page, “Our carnival promises to be a celebration of Caribbean culture from the colorful costumes to the infectious rhythms of the steel drums. Indulge in the flavors of the islands with authentic Caribbean cuisine... while enjoying the vibrant atmosphere.”

Sponsored by the Office of Pluralism and Leadership (OPAL), the Carnival is “a recognition and celebration of the many cultures across the 13 nations and 700 islands of the Caribbean. This event... introduces the larger Dartmouth community to the food, music, and movement of Caribbean culture through social connection.”

What’s New?
We heard from you loud and clear that you appreciate receiving communication through our new TV monitors. Several employees have asked for monitors to be hung in locations near them, so keep an eye out for new monitors to be added in these areas:

- EHS office at 37 Dewey Field Rd.
- Courtyard Café
- Byrne Café at Tuck
- Raether C51 for Tuck Facilities
- Hinman Mail at ’53 Commons
- DPMS at Whaleback Rd.

Thanks to everyone for sharing ideas on how to improve communications throughout Campus Services. You ROCK!
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